Not your ordinary
office space
A venture playground
Our spaces are designed for rapidly growing post
start-ups up from 4 to 40 people, who want a balance
between privacy and community.
Our approach to design is minimalistic, so what we
offer is a platform for your brand, never ours.
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Utrecht

02.

We are located at Europalaan 40 on the
ground and 1st floor.

Train station Utrecht CS
8 minute by tram

The Avenue building is easily accessible
by car. The A12 motorway is 2 minutes
away. It is also easily accessible by public
transport. From Utrecht Central Station it
takes the tram approximately 6 minutes
to the stop in front of the building, after
which the office building can be reached
on foot in 2 minutes.

Bus/tram station
4 minute walk
Highway
2 minute drive
Amsterdam
25 minutes by car

Perks of this location:

Utrecht
Covid-19
precautions

Get in touch
You want to focus on your business and
growth. We get that! That is why we will take
care of the rest.
At ScaleHub you can feel free to come in
whenever you want. Our offices are open
24/7. And with Ethiopian Moyee coffee &
tea on tap and high speed glass fibre
internet, your daily (or nightly) routine will
be as smooth as possible.
Next to having all the possible Covid
precautions in place, common areas are
deep-cleaned on a daily and offices on a
weekly basis.
We know that business always changes.
That is why, once being part of the
Scalehub community, you have the
freedom to scale your space up (or down)
and we will assist you in every way we can.
Our main goal is to be a flexible, supportive
partner for your business.
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Floorplan:
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Thom van Wijk
thom@scalehub-offices.com
+31 (6) 29346912
Didier Paardekooper
didier@scalehub-offices.com
+31 (6) 25147645

Follow our socials:

Book a Tour

